Elkins Text Preface
I inaugurate this new series of Writings By Others with an essay written by
James Elkins around eleven years ago., He sent it to me for my comments, since
he had relied on and quoted my writings heavily in it. (He had also taken, or sat
in on, the courses in Chinese painting given by Father Harrie Vanderstappen at
the University of Chicago, and through those had become more than casually
engaged with the subject.) I responded with a lot of suggested changes, but also
with a general expression of approval, since it was arguing in a direction that had
been often in my own thoughts, and I had considered writings such an essay
myself. He was obviously much more versed than I in Western art history and
theory, and his essay seemed to me, preliminary and speculative as it was, a
valuable contribution to studies of world art that would open up discussion. Alas,
it was not to appear in print (until now): powerful people who disliked the kind of
cross-cultural comparisons it represented prevented it from appearing in print.
How this happened, and what followed over the next decade, is detailed in the
attached Elkins Chronology. It is meant as an indictment of the Big Theory
people who blocked its publication, sometimes with spurious objections (as seen
in one of the negative letters to a potential publisher quoted below.) And
throughout they were TOTALLY WRONG, I believe, in preventing its publication.
To write a negative review arguing against its main thrust or points of detail is
OK; to keep it from being published is not OK at all. I am not going to name the
people whom I suspect of being behind this, although I think I know who at least
two of them were.
Over the decade plus since then, Jim Elkins and I have become good friends,
corresponding frequently, even in a for-publication mode. We took part, and were
the main subjects of, a conference organized at the University of Maryland by
Jason Kuo in November, 2005; the papers of that conference appear in Jason C.
Kuo, ed., Stories From Other Mountains: Chinese Painting Studies in Postwar
America (Washington, D.C., New Academia Publishing, 2009.) My own paper for
that conference can be found also on this website as CLP 176, “Visual, Verbal,

and Global (?): Some Observations on Chinese Painting Studies.” I
recommend that seriously interested people read it together with the texts
below.
I hope I don’t need to add that for all the Writings by Others manuscripts that I
will include in this series, I have the permission of the original writer to include it,
if he or she is still living. Elkins’s enthusiastic OK is in his last letter in this series.
James Cahill, Vancouver, September 2, 2011
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Elkins Manuscripts: Chronology
- March 27, 1991: Letter to me from James Elkins introducing himself,
accompanying his essay “Chinese Paintings as Object Lessons,’ to be
included in a book “on the ways historians have compared periods,
specifically Renaissance and modernism,” with a working title “Streams into
Sand: Renaissance and Postmodernism. The final chapter is a comparison
between Chinese landscape painting and Western painting.”
He adds that his essay is “almost entirely dependent on your [i.e. JC’s]
writings,” and asks for “any advice you might have . . .”
- April 20, 1991. JC to JE, beginning “I read . . . the chapter from your book
with great interest, even excitement. . . “ because, although the idea of
making such a comparison was not entirely new, I hadn’t read anything of
the kind that “does it so well, so convincingly.” Then on to six pages of
comments & suggestions for change. (I also have pages of scribbled notes,
and a scrawl at the top of Elkins I indicating that I shared the manuscript
with Loren Partridge, our Renaissance specialist.)
- May 6, 1991. JE to JC, thanking me for a “generous reading” of his essay,
saying he’s going to offer a “revised version” of the chapter to Critical
Inquiry. Adds: “Perhaps if the essay is accepted at Critical Inquiry we’ll know
why Svetlana Alpers—and other art historians—resist such comparative
studies.”
- April 2, 1994 (three years later!) JE to JC: he has submitted it instead to
Journal of the History of Ideas, which has finally rejected it as “too specific to
the visual arts.” Asks for thoughts about where it could be published. “I’d like
to get the essay out there; it seems odd to have it sitting on the shelf so
long.”
- March 14, 1997. JE to JC: manuscript has been rejected once again. Asks
whether I have any idea about an editor who might be interested. Attaches
letter from editor at U. of Chicago Press turning it down, and negative
reader’s report. JE writes below his note: “I know (name) and (name) would
write positive reports—but U. of C. didn’t use them. . .”
The attached strongly negative reader’s report—of course I don’t know who
its author was (although I can guess), but will call him or her “Prof. X”—the
report is illuminating in itself. Prof. X appears to be a Chinese art specialist,
a good writer (but he twice writes “proceed” when he means “precede”), and
not completely honest: does he write outright “I oppose this book because it
violates taboos I subscribe to?” No, he writes as if he thinks JE should have
done it better—writing: “Other scholars have described the increasingly selfreflexive nature of [Chinese] landscape paintings of this time more
evocatively than Elkins and in more detail, the work of James Cahill is just
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one example.” (Thank you for the unwanted plug, Prof. X.) And he ends: “ .
. . but the endeavor fails, not so much because one can not [sic] compare
art of the East to art of the West, but because after all we learn so little
about Chinese painting from his argument.” Which is to say: a non-specialist
in Chinese painting can’t get his book published because [we] Chinese
painting specialists write better about Chinese painting than he does. . .
Hypocrisy, thy name is (for convenience) Prof. X. I can’t, of course, judge
how typical this is of the dozens of negative letters that Elkins’s manuscripts
must have called forth, but I would place a [posthumous} bet that most of
them are guilty of similar hypocrisies.
- April 4, 1997. JC to JE, commiserating. Adds: “I really liked your paper
better in its earlier form—seemed to have more punch, more solid matter,
less meta-art-history agonizing of the kind that made up the CAA session
you were in (Stan Abe’s)”
- My undated handwritten notes on reading Elkins II, with this paragraph:
“Whole first chapter: presented as methodological meticulousness, selfexamination, agonizing, becomes kind of dance-like pussyfooting, one step
forward, two backward—wheel-spinning. Where does it bring us?
Debilitating self-reflexiveness.”
- April 28, 1998: letter to me from editor at Yale U. Press thanking me for
agreeing to read & evaluate JE’s new ms.: Chinese Landscape Painting as
Art History. Encloses 160-page manuscript.
- Oct. 6, 1996: six-page “Notes on Elkins manuscript” sent to JE by JC, with
this crucial paragraph:
“In what follows you seem to work through the same line of thought, as
though one could approach any body or tradition of art and find in it
‘versions of western art history.’ Which suggests that the narrative or
account we come up with is like a reflection in a mirror, has no real truth to
the material we work on, etc. I don’t believe that, and can’t see how you can;
it seems too much an obeisance to the peculiar notion (French) that turns all
observations about the world into purely cultural constructions, without any
real correspondence to real phenomena in the world. That they are affected
by cultural conventions is of course true; much as, I would think,
representations of a real object or scene are affected by artistic conventions
& style. But to go from that to saying (as Norman Bryson etc. do) that no
representation is ‘truer’ than any other is pure lunacy. (I tell my class that I
would like to see people who argue this way put in the middle of a
treacherous terrain, with bogs & cliffs & ferocious animals, and given a
choice of maps, one of which is a real representation that shows the true
layout of the terrain and the way to get through it, the other of which
acknowledgedly isn’t and doesn’t, and see if they have the courage of their
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expressed convictions by choosing at random, in the belief that one
representation is as true as another.)”
- JE to JC. Undated: “I’ve revised the talk as you suggested . . .” etc.,
arguing various points.
- December 15, 1999, JE to JC; begins by congratulating me on “amazingly
clear and concise” Princeton lecture (the one dedicated to Wen Fong,
revised and published as “Some Thoughts on the History and Post-History
of Chinese Painting” in Archives of Asian Art for 2005), “You may be among
the last art historians (in any speciality!) who dare to draw general
conclusions from disparate material.” He adds: “You’re right that I don’t
‘entirely believe’ in the postcolonial theory I added to the most recent
version of my MS, but here’s the crux: I do believe it is important . . . to try to
reach the largest possible public, and that public is increasingly comprised
of people whose sense of history begins, and sometimes ends, with some
version of postcolonial theory. So while I don’t believe in the truth-value of
some recent theory, I absolutely believe in its rhetorical efficacy. . . “
(- Same date, but written later, another letter JE to JC, about “Riverbank”
affair.)
- January 28, 2000. JC to JE: received his letter and the book (Chinese
translation of his latest ms., published by China Academy of Art in
Hangzhou).
- February 14, 2000, JC to JE, letter arguing at length (again) against main
thrust of Elkins II as opposed to Elkins I. Long, interesting letter, important
(for me) in setting out my thinking at that time. (I may reproduce this one on
my website.)
- January 17, 2002, JE to JC. Responding to my American Academy paper
(on authenticity etc., saying “Your realist criteria seem entirely persuasive to
me. Gombrich would also have liked them. . .”
Attached: 14-page text of lecture (“written December 1999”) to be presented
at the Getty, March 14 2000, and Williams College, April 6-8 2000: “Why it is
Not Possible to Write Art Histories of NonWestern Cultures.”
- june 26, 2003. Letter from editor at U. Wash. Press, thanking me for my
willingness to read “Elkins’s new manuscript, ‘Chinese Landscape Painting
as Western Art History.’”
- July 4, 2003, note from JE to JC, manuscript “now under review at U. of
Washington Press. . .”
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- June 26, 2003, JC to U. Wash. Press editor: yes, I’ll be happy to review the
Elkins ms; . . “Looking through old correspondence, I see. . I’ve been
strongly of the opinion that it deserves publication, controversial though it
may be; the opposition to it by some reviewers has been less directed at its
merits, I think, than at the whole approach, which continues to believe that
art can have a kind of history (or, at another period, can’t have.)”
- Sept. 26, 2003, letter to editor at U. Wash. Press, beginning: “Poor James
Elkins, shot down again. I warned you that there would be negative
responses among reviewers; there always will be, and if these are enough
to block publication, as they evidently are, the manuscript will never get
published, and the people who want to block it will prevail. I’ve watched this
for some years, and am sorry it happened again. Can a press never say:
OK, you people don’t like it, but we think it should be published anyway?”
(March, 2005, correspondence between JE and JC about Elkins’s “Visual
Literacy” conference)
- July 31, 2006. JE to JC, asking for letter to editor of another press --who,
he writes, when she was at [great U.S. university] “the whole China
establishment was breathing down her neck . . .”—to keep her from
publishing Elkins’s book.
- August 3, 2006. Note from me accompanying letter to this editor,
supporting publication of that ms., noting that Jim Elkins and I “were
together at a symposium and had a public ‘conversation’ a few months ago.”
This was the symposium at U. Maryland organized by Jason Kuo. My main
contribution to it is on my website as CLP 176, “Visual, Verbal, and Global
(?)”; both mine and JE’s published in Jason C. Kuo, ed., Stones from Other
Mountains: Chinese Painting Studies in Postwar America, Washington D.C.,
2009.
- October 11, 2007: group email from JE to JC and three others:

“I hope you can pardon this group email. That MS of mine on Chinese
landscape painting has been rejected again -- after nearly 2 years'
wait -- by Helen Tartar at Fordham U. Press. I would really like to see
this in print before I retire! It's been exactly ten years since I started
sending this MS around. It's been rejected by Harvard, Oxford,
Princeton, Chicago, Stanford, Yale, MIT, Washington, Duke, Reaktion,
Hawai'i, and California - but some of those are years ago, under
different editors.”
JC responds with sympathetic note, not having much to suggest any more.
Then:
- May 3, 2008, email from JE to group:
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‘Well, after all these years -- and 14 rejections -- my little book will be
published by Hong Kong University Press. I am beginning my
revisions now; the MS is due in August. As you can imagine, most
readers were concerned with the fact that I spend so much time on
"older scholarship" and literati painting. The general feeling, which I
doubt I can counteract, is that the questions I raise are asked-andanswered because art history has moved on. As you know, I think art
history has just evaded the issues.
“Jenny Purtle has written an introduction to the book, which I hope will
increase its readership.
“It's a relief to see the end in sight, but also sad because I know how
little chance I have of convincing China specialists that large-scale
questions are still pertinent.”
JC responds in an email to JE:
“Congratulations—maybe only for having the longest publication
postponement of an important manuscript? Anyway, it’s good news.
Hong Kong U. doesn't have the best circulation & advertising system,
but most people who matter will read it. Now you'll get some reviews, I
hope, and even if they are of the dumb "art history has moved on"
kind, they should arouse interested people to read it themselves.”
(The rest is all email correspondence, not relevant to this big topic.)
All the above transcribed and written out on February 25, 2011 by
JC, who adds:
So, to sum up: What have the Big Theory people (who include, surely,
people I otherwise like and admire, such as Svetlana Alpers) done,
collectively, to art history by all the blockages described in the
foregoing? They have collectively done what disbelievers in global
warming are doing to efforts to stop or slow that, and what Tea
Partiers are doing to women’s abortion rights: they are not merely
saying “We believe otherwise, and will argue against this,” but “We
believe this is wrong enough that we mean to keep it from happening,
or even being opened up for rational discussion.” And that, I deeply
believe, is not merely wrong, it is unforgiveable.
To give another example of Big Theory’s power: One of my best
students, through the master’s degree, was Liu Heping. He wrote as a
seminar paper, for (as I recall) a seminar on the late Ming landscapist
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Dong Qichang, a paper comparing Dong’s usages of past styles, in
both theory and practice, with the Italian Mannerist painters’ uses of
the past. And he then—with my encouragement, alas—used this as a
qualifying paper for his master’s degree. And was promptly removed
from serious consideration for entry into our Ph.D. program with
support by the Big Theory people in our department—several of the
biggest in the art history world—who made it clear that no student who
made that kind of argument was going to get a Ph.D. from us. Liu
Heping went on (with my encouragement and support) to take his
doctorate at Yale, and is now one of the best Chinese painting
specialists of his generation, holding the position formerly occupied by
Anne Clapp at Wellesley College, publishing important writings,
winning prizes, serving as department chair.
And: another example of the triumph of Big Theory over what I would
take to be fair and honest practice: I myself taught for thirty years at
U.C. Berkeley without ever holding a chair, which would have
supported foreign and other grad students to come and work with me,
as well as my own travel and other research expenses—I was, I think,
the only major Chinese art specialist of my generation in the U.S. who
didn’t hold a chair, and even some of the younger ones do now. My
years of giving docent lectures at the Asian Art Museum in S.F.,
spending large amounts of time going there to teach and be with them,
had produced a body of enthusiastic supporters, most of them women
and many of them rich, who would have, if departmental heads and
others at UCB had made the effort, easily raised the money for a
chair—but nobody made the effort. I kept raising the matter with
department chairmen, the Graduate Division dean, Development
Office people—none of them listened seriously or really tried to help.
However, when the time came for my retirement and the choice of my
successor, the Big Theory people in the department strongly
supported two candidates who, they felt, could Speak Their Language,
and (my understanding—quite certainly true for one of them, less
certainly for the other) they were offered chairs, newly created for
them, if they would come to Berkeley. One of them gave a candidate’s
lecture that persuaded me that, brilliant as he was in other ways, he
hadn’t done his reading in the (new for him) Chinese painting field, so
that his teaching in that field would be weak. I had a long session with
the Theory people trying to convince them of this; none of my
arguments mattered against the big one for them: He Speaks Our
Language. Neither of these two candidates took the job, in the end,
and the person who got it, Patricia Berger, has proven to be at least
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the equal of either of them, certainly better than one, I think better than
either. She got the job without much support from the Big Theory
people—her strengths, for some of which I am responsible (she was
once my student), lie elsewhere, although she can talk Theory when
she chooses to.
I can only add, for all the above—as for other revelatory writings I am
doing and making public in my old age: What I have written here is not
merely a matter of one opinion against others, but can be documented
in files I have kept, which will before long become part of the Cahill
Archive at the Freer Gallery, and so open to reading by any qualified
person. So I am only making public these matters a bit prematurely,
not waiting until after I join my ancestors.
(JC writes JE attaching the above, asking his OK to copy first
paragraphs of original manuscript, and to put all this on my website.
He replies:)

Jim,
That is stupendous. Your postscript is a very
strong statement, and I very much appreciate
your honesty!
I would love it if you'd post it (the entire
thing) on your website. I am, myself, in a bit
more precarious position with this MS, so I
wouldn't post it myself. (Maybe after a positive
review or two!)
I'm hoping David Carrier takes the argument on
board this time; I think he will. And, of
course, I'm hoping that a specialist will review
it in an open-minded fashion.
Best, Jim

